AL192: Tack
Entries shall be shown under contemporary Spanish or
Portuguese equipment. There are different styles of Spanish
and Portuguese tack and attire, which are traditional and
correct for the Andalusian/Lusitano horse. It is not correct in
either of these two countries to mix attire and equipment
(saddles) and should not be acceptable here in the U.S.
2. Portuguese
a. Saddle
1. For the Portuguese, there are three major types of
saddles: Portuguesa (bullfight style), Dressage (Portuguese
or English style) or sidesaddle (Portuguese or English style)
with variations of them all. The Portuguesa (bullfight) saddle
has a high cantle and pommel in the front. The front and
back slope in wings down to hold the leg firmly in place. This
is a bull fighting saddle made to hold the rider in place. The
seat of the saddle may be rough-out leather of varying colors
or smooth leather.
2. The Portuguese saddle will at least have a loin pad of
leather (or animal skin) between the saddle and the crupper.
If the rider is in eighteenth century attire, the saddle covers
(silk) will have great embroidery in designs to suit the rider’s
attire.
3. The stirrups are either brass or chrome, oval shaped
under the foot or closetoed, rectangular (box) wooden
stirrups with brass or chrome overlays in varying degrees of
intricacy to match the leather accessories.
4. Breast collars and crupper to match bridle. Saddle pad
may be used but must conform to the outline shape of

saddle.
5.Dressage (Portuguese) to be advised.
6.Campino equipment to be advised.
b. Bridle and Bit
The bridle is a flat, brown, natural or black leather, with wide
buckles of brass or silver (chrome, nickel) at all adjustment
points. There are different styles of bridles, flat plain
(simple), half-presentation (a little fancier) or full presentation
(very decorative and ornate with feather penacho). A white
leather bridle is used for exhibition only. No mosquero or
fringe is allowed. The bit to suit the horse. Stylized brass and
chrome bits are used to match with presentation equipment.
AL193: Attire
2. Portuguese.
a. Bullfighting and Haute E’cole Exhibition.
1. The coat, called the casaca, reminiscent of French court
of Louis XV and Louis XVI is traditionally of rich and vibrantly
colored satin or silk but may also be of fine velvet, heavily
embroidered along the front, at the cuffs, and down the back.
Attached to the cuffs here is deep lace. There is a black
ribbon from the top of the coat at the centerof the head.
There is a single vent in the back. The rider wears a vest
embroidered to compliment the coat.
2. The shirt is white and plain with lace showing at the collar.
3. The pants are white, beige, blue or black to compliment
the jacket.

4. The boots (Frederica) extended in height to the knee the
front of the boot is cut in a “V” shape. The shelf-heel on
which the spurs rest and square toe. White stockings are
worn above the knee.
5. A black tri-cornered hat, edge trimmed in white feathers, is
worn. Protective headgear may be worn without penalty (see
GR801.4).
b. Women’s attire riding sidesaddle or astride (Amazona
propriamente dita or para esarranchar).
1. Jackets have various characteristics. The main
characteristics are two-pointed lapels, two fitted pockets with
vertical openings, top of sleeves near the shoulder full
(almost ballooning), cuff-less and silk lining in tone with color
of jacket. Colors of jacket - somber colors in nature, browns,
beige, greens, burgundy, tweeds and black. It is sometimes
adorned with trimmings around the edges and designs on
the back. Material is usually of wool, raw silk or fine velvet.
No buttons on the jacket for the sidesaddle rider but the
astride rider may use a cavaleiros style jacket if they wish.
Trims and designs are of a contrasting or a coordinating
color.
2. The skirt is to match the jacket in conservative color or in
black, long full skirt with large pleat, buttoning in the back for
walking. The astride rider has a split skirt that covers the
riding patalone (breeches) of the same color as skirt. The
skirt fits snuggly on the hips and may have a high waist,
buttoning on the side or in the middle, slit from the top of the
thigh front and back in a way to open over the saddle when
riding and conceals the breeches when dismounted.
3. Shirt with a small collar embellished with a jabot of lace or

cotton. Collar is decorated with a brooch or black satin bow.
Two or four buttonholes are at the collar and are closed with
collar links. A variety of styles may be worn by the astride
rider. Cuffs may be plain or lacy. Shirt must always be white.
Satin cummerbund with horizontal pleats complimenting the
outfit is worn; also acceptable is a satin or cotton sash
wrapped around the waist as in the cavalerios dress. A
waistcoat (vest) may be worn but always the cummerbund or
sash to harmonize with the outfit or in black. Gloves must
always be worn with these two outfits.
4. Amazona hat has an upturned brim, a slightly indented
convex crown and is adorned with two silk pom poms
(country hat). Astride rider may also wear the cavalerios
style of hat. Protective headgear may be worn without
penalty (see GR801.4).
5. Boots may be that of the cavalerios or above ankle boot
with button or lace closure. Black or brown.
c. Horsemen’s Riding Attire. (Caveleiros)
1. The jacket is cropped short at the waist or slightly below,
cut straight across the back at the waist. A variety of collar
styles: shawl collar, two- pointed lapels, polo type, round
band. Double breasted lapels or simply collar-less. Twopointed lapel collar frequently has velvet or velveteen on the
upper half. Material is also varied from fine wool and velvet
to cloth of various textures and ranging from light to dark
colors of somber tones. Some jackets have applications of
different fabric and color on the front (pockets, etc.) and
elbows of the sleeves. The jacket has two breast pockets;
edges bound or trimmed and show a glimpse of the lining.
Sleeves are cuff-less and plain or may have a stripe of fabric
with buttons mounted. Buttons (if used) are of silk braiding,

silver braiding, glass, horn, wood, bone, silver or modern
materials usually with a foot (not holes) or frog and loop.
2. The Portuguese pants are straight cut without cuff falling
to the ankles. The waistband is high snuggly fitting button of
fly hidden with flap, but three buttons visible rising above to
the waist. Two small horizontal pockets at the waistband.
Buttons to attach suspenders. Material of pants should be of
wool or cotton blend and of the same tone or lighter tone
than that of the jacket. Breeches can also be worn of the
same or lighter complimentary tone of the jacket; buttons are
usually sewn along the lateral seam to the taste of the
wearer, with long stockings showing above the boot.
3. The shirt is plain white with a turned-down collar, fastening
could be single or double closures of plain or covered
buttons or collar links of enamel up to a gold or silver, with or
without precious stones. Also “Sunday best” has a wide
ruffled front with or without pleats or with or without lace.
Buttons may be plain or decorative. Sleeves are large and
roomy ending in simple or double cuff.
4. Waistcoats have different shapes of neck to suit the
wearer. Can be single breasted, double-breasted, with or
without collar as the jacket dictates. Usually the front is made
of the same fabric as the jacket. Some have pockets. The
sash is placed over the waistcoat and the waistband of the
trousers. The color is black for cavalerios. Silk, wool or
cotton wrapped snuggly around the waist with fringed
amount to the left. The sash is two meters long and 30 cm
wide. No scarves or bandana. Gloves are optional.
5. The hat, two styles are predominant. “Mazzantini”, flat
brimmed cylindrical crown straight across the top, wide
ribbon band, decorated with three buttons placed vertically.

“Portuguesa” soft wide brimmed 9 cm, indented convex
crown 10 cm, encircled by a 2 cm ribbon band, so as it may
be held between the thumb and middle finger. Colors in
black, gray or brown.
6. The half-boot, with the top shorter than the above
“Frederica”, is a greased calf boot with shelf-heeled, squared
or rounded toe, and may have closures laterally by a system
of pins and loops, small leather laces. More formal may be in
patent leather with higher quality design with shelf-heel.
Ankle boot with leather gaiters with pin and loop or lace
closure attachments. Colors in black, gray, or brown are the
norm.
	
  

